Feyerabend frequently discussed physics. He also referred to the history of the subject when motivating his philosophy of science. Alas, as some examples show, his understanding of physics remained superficial. Partly due to the complexity of the formalism which has left many philosophers at a loss, physicists have attempted to develop their own meaning of the quanta. This has stimulated a new kind of empiricism, an experimental philosophy, which is plagued by the inevitable interpretation of the raw data, in particular incommensurability. Feyerabend has expressed profound insights into methodological issues related to the progress of physics, a legacy which remains to be implemented in the times to come: the conquest of abundance, the richness of reality, the many worlds which still await discovery, and the vast openness of the physical universe.
Preamble
In the early morning hours before this talk, I had a horrifying dream. I found myself in the position of being expelled from the physics department. I enter it lately, coming home to my institute, either from some mushroom picking or from this conference. The atmosphere is hostile. I walk to my room. The room is occupied with some post-doc students of the department head. The windows which usually overlook the city center are blinded. I am told that the head of the department was trying to reach me the entire day, and that he summons me up on a very grave and serious affair. When I enter his gigantic office, he sits at a huge table. Other very serious members of the institute are gathered as well. They immediately tell me to get seated and listen to the indictments. When I try to recall which scientific crimes I could have possibly committed, I wake up.
In retrospect, I know what crimes I have committed: Long time ago, in almost another live with other persons and other institutions, I have told them "the truth," at least my visions of "the truth." These visions were in many ways totally off mainstream, and I suffered from the disguise of my colleagues. In Berkeley, I had to appeal to the head of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's physics department to get a paper on relativity theory published as an LBL preprint [65, 66, 71] which was rejected by Chew on the basis of Stapp's judgment that, if my recollection is correct "this is not the way to proceed." Not that I did not also pursue "normal" science, publishable in Physical Review Letters, in Physical Review or in the Journal of Mathematical Physics. But I did also crazy stuff, for which I suffered in my early days. Even later on, when I spoke in a conference organized by the Institut Wiener Kreis about the physics of virtual realities [68] , some of the material contained in my book on Randomness and Undecidability in Physics [67] , I still remember Professor Flamm shaking his head in disguise, saying, "Dieser Svozil ist totalübergeschnappt" (in English "Svozil has gone totally crazy"), and one of the organizers, Jimmy Shimanovich, later tried to propitiate me with the words, "but at least you have one advantage over most of the other speakers: you have already prepared your manuscript before your talk!" I am deeply thankful to Paul Feyerabend for emphasizing so unequivocally the necessity and the value of original research and the pursuit of "crazy" and unfashionable ideas [19] and methods. I know that many people, including Lakatos, Kuhn, Dyson and others before and after him have expressed this necessity, but never were they so outspoken as Feyerabend. He gave all those talented original undergraduates and young scientists in the wild a clear message which could help to set them free, thereby giving science yet another unexpected turn. In the words of the Bhagavad Gita, "go out and conquer yourself a prosperous kingdom!"
General attitude
In his autobiography Feyerabend admitted that for his Ph.D. thesis supervised by Hans Thirring 1 he had started working on a problem of classical electrodynamics which he could not solve (p. 85 of Ref. [33] ). He then turned to Kraft and to Thirring who accepted a thesis not in physics proper, but in the philosophy of science. Later, Feyerabend wrote several papers [55, 56] on physics-related topics, in particular on the interpretation on quantum mechanics, on classical and on statistical physics, reprinted mainly in the first volume of his Philosophical Papers [31, 29, 34] . Unlike Popper's attempts to "falsify the Copenhagen interpretation" [57] and argue against the quantum logic introduced by Birkhoff and von Neumann [16] , Feyerabend pursued these investigations in a cautious, considerate and self-critical style.
Professor Fischer recalls [36] that the physicists in Berkeley, in particular Karplus [37] , generously evaluated Feyerabend to be "merely" two decades behind current research, the average philosopher being at least half-a-century be-hind. Also, Fischer recalls, Feyerabend was happy with the evaluation, and told him that there was no essential difference between a physicist and a good philosopher, and that Feyerabend considered himself to be too stupid to be a good physicist: "Apart from his stupidity -he assured me -nothing separated him from being a physicist."
I am inclined to agree with this self-evaluation only partially. Feyerabend certainly was very intelligent and a person full of resources. It may well be that he did not want to be bothered with the sometimes tedious task to work out theories formally, or to setup and run experiments.
For whatever reasons, Feyerabend's contributions to physics were minor. In contrast to physics, Feyerabend's contributions and insights into methodological issues are, at least in my opinion, remarkable. The style in which his statements were expressed was provocative; sometimes even bordering to the offensive; always gathering attention and raising eyebrows.
Getting attention was certainly one of his biggest intentions. He did neither succeed as opera singer, nor at the theater, but certainly at the academic stage. Often the reactions were harsh. In an article published in Nature (p. 596 of Ref. [78] ), Feyerabend was referred to as "the Salvador Dali of academic philosophy, and currently the worst enemy of science;" a denunciation which deeply saddened him (Chapter 12 of Ref. [33] ). I do not think that such a term is justified. Popper with his naive viewpoints and his talk about "blablabla" certainly did more harm to science [72] than any other dilettante claiming to know the proceeds of science before; but not Feyerabend. On the contrary I believe that Feyerabend was right in suggesting that input from the outside does science proper good; even if one is not willing to grant that "science has now become as oppressive as the ideologies it had once to fight" [24, 26] .
Besides his methodological openness, Feyerabend's lasting message, in my opinion, is the "conquest of abundance," the "richness" of the phenomena around us, and the "vastness" of the territories still awaiting to be discovered. Of course, this message, as many things Feyerabend said, is not entirely new. One finds similarities with Bergson, Broad, in Huxley's Doors of Perception, as well as in modern neurophysiologic investigations. But it is still worth stressing that the restricted view of the world in the present scientific perspective is rather a consequence of tradeoffs between comprehensibility and exhaustiveness than a property of nature. We are just at the beginning of the scientific revolutions, and there are numerous challenging and worthwhile tasks out there for the generations to come. The pursuit of science is one of the greatest passions of life, and our capabilities to recognize and manipulate the physical world may only be limited by our phantasy. Maybe one hopefully happy day we will be able to tune the world according to our will alone. rotation which has been already put forward by Aristotle: A stone from a high tower arrives at the foot of the tower without any shift relative to the horizontal position of the release point on top of the tower.
Admittedly, Feyerabend had other objectives in mind, in particular some supposed "deceptions" by Galileo, who allegedly "brushed aside" topics seemingly in conflict with his heliocentric approach by maintaining that the phenomena could be correctly described while at the same time "hiding" new "absurd" theoretical assumptions. Feyerabend completely omitted the contemporary physics of the Tower of Pisa example.
Indeed, Galileo seems to have committed himself to the attitude that there should be no shift whatsoever, a wrong conjecture which also seemed to have been accepted by Copernicus. Newton and Hook investigated this topic more carefully. Indeed, this may have been the starting point of Newton's theory of gravity. Incidentally, also Gauss and Laplace held wrong theoretical opinions on the phenomenon.
After a succession of inconclusive measurements by different researchers, Hall performed experiments in Harvard in 1902 [41, 42] When one reads these strong words, written in an intellectual climate of the seventies of the past century, one has little doubt that the boldness and selfesteem of such statements provoked antagonism.
Coming back to Tower of Pisa example, some model calculation were done by Martina Jedinger and Iva Brezinova here in Vienna, yielding a latitudinal Figure 1 : Direction of inertial motion of an object released from a point close to the earth's surface.
shift of 9.6 cm towards South and a longitudinal shift of 0.6 cm towards East. Intuitively, the large latitudinal shift could be understood by considering that (air resistance left aside), the falling body remains in a plane spanned by the direction of the gravity pull towards the center of the earth, and by the direction of velocity at its release point. At the same time, the earth, and with it the foot of the tower, revolves around an axis which is currently tilted at 23.5
• with respect to the ecliptic axis, the line drawn from the center of the earth and perpendicular to the ecliptic plane; a configuration depicted in Fig. 1 .
In principle, such a setup could even measure the configuration of distant masses by Mach's principle. Recall that, according to Einstein's perception of Mach, the inertial motion of a body should be determined in relation to all other bodies in the universe; in short, "matter there governs inertia here." As the earth's gravity pull is known and the shift of falling bodies is measurable, a reverse computation could yield the inertial motion the distant masses measurable by falling bodies. But this is beyond the scope of this little review.
Quantum mechanics
Feyerabend wrote several contributions to the foundational debate in quantum mechanics. They are quite detailed and reflect the ongoing debate at the time they were written, but I failed to find new aspects in them which had a lasting impact on the community. At least Feyerabend was cautious enough not to state any erroneous claims as Popper.
Feyerabend's writings on quantum mechanics
The first volume of the Philosophical Papers [31] contains the following five manuscripts on quantum mechanics in consecutive order: On the quantum theory of measurement [28] , Professor Bohm's philosophy of nature [30] , Reichenbach's interpretation of quantum mechanics [32] , Niels Bohr's world view [27] , and Hidden variables and the argument of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [25] .
In On the quantum theory of measurement [28] , Feyerabend attempted a reconciliation between the two types of time evolutions in quantum mechanics: the unitary, reversible evolution of the state in-between measurements, and the irreversible "reduction of the wave-packet," or "collapse of the wave function" -if such notions are appropriate -in a classical measurement device, producing for instance a click in a particle detector. Presently, the situation regarding this issue seems as unsettled as ever, despite some dramatic empirical developments through single quantum experiments; in particular the reconstruction of quantum states after (reversible) "measurements" such as the quantum "eraser" experiments (e.g., Refs. [44, 40] ).
Professor Bohm's philosophy of nature [30] is a critical evaluation of Bohm's theory of hidden parameters. Feyerabend expresses his mixed feeling of the book: on the one hand, its approach is fresh and original, on the other hand Feyerabend is reluctant to abandon the traditional Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics. Niels Bohr's world view [27] starts with a refutation of an erroneous claim by Popper to have falsified the Copenhagen interpretation (see also Ref. [57] ). It is also an almost heroic monumental effort to understand that interpretation and its alleged creator, Bohr. The paper contains 101 references.
In Hidden variables and the argument of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [25], Feyerabend reviewes the paper by these three authors [22] . Its first sentence appears to be slightly misleading, at least to me:
"Opponents of Bohr's interpretation often refer to an argument by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen, (EPR) according to which, the formalism of wave mechanics is such that it demands the existence of exact simultaneous values of non-commuting observables."
I do not think that it is justified to state that the formalism of wave mechanics demands the existence of exact simultaneous values of non-commuting observables. It is rather the particular physical setup using two correlated particles which allows the measurement of two non-commuting observables on two particles, one observable per particle. Through counterfactual inference, this property is then ascribed to the partner particle as well, and vice versa. In that counterfactual way, one may maintain to "measure" two observables which are non-commuting and thus non-co-measurable quantum mechanically. So, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen claim, quantum mechanics is incomplete, since one can measure more than this theory is able to predict. Feyerabend then proceeds to derive consequences of such a hypothetical more complete theory, allowing "superstates" by hidden parameters.
Feyerabend's general approach in this debate seems to be dominated by an antagonism against Popper. As Popper favors realism and argues against Bohr's Copenhagen interpretation, Feyerabend objects and argues in Bohr's favor; although cautiously and with many reservations. There seemed to have been even a mini-foundational debate between philosophers of science going on, which developed in parallel to the physical debate, and which was almost totally neglected by the physicists. At least for me, this debate seems to have lead nowhere. But Feyerabend is here in good company with very many physicists and laymen alike.
Philosophers at a loss to understand the new physics
Recall Feyerabend's statement cited above on people who have no idea why a stone falls to the ground talking with assurance about scientific method; where incompetence is accompanied by boredom and self-righteousness. These are very harsh, critical words which in my opinion characterize Feyerabends (self-) provoking stile. They are, I think, not entirely unjust. Indeed, their the main premise in my opinion is correct: most philosophers nowadays are at a complete loss of understanding the more recent developments in physics. With philosophers I mean everybody with an academic degree after a study mainly concentrating on philosophy, as compared to the natural sciences.
There are great exceptions to the rule, but these are rare and sparse. I certainly do not want to contribute to the ridiculous debate of the natural sciences with the rest of the faculties, sparked by Sokal [60] , as I certainly do not want to argue that the natural sciences are immune to fraud, misbehavior, stupidity and deception. All I want to say is that any philosophy of science will be misleading without a proper education in and knowledge of the subject. This is particularly true for the philosophy of science. So, I am afraid, I have to urge philosophers and students of philosophy of science to study mathematics, physics, logic, chemistry, biology and computer science proper. At least the mastering of one of these subjects is necessary in order to be able to comprehend, more so to contribute, to the ongoing debates in these areas.
In the meantime, physicists like myself will go wild and usurp territories which would be better covered by the philosophers, as they have much more background in the historical debates and are less inclined to state ridiculously naive claims on foundational questions such as reality and metaphysics. We desperately need philosophy after all, as we desperately need philosophers! But we need to educate them better in the sciences, if they wish to consider science. And please do not confuse attempts to brainwash people into science proper with concerns of competence.
From these very general remarks, let me now come back to quantum physics, which still remains a very active research area. Almost since its introduction in 1900 it has been the subject of intense philosophical debates, both within the physics community -at that time in central Europe, the physicists, due to the good old Humboldt type curriculum, were much better trained in classical philosophy -and among philosophers of science. Also Feyerabend contributed to this debate, as already mentioned. If one is not willing to digest the volumes of Jammer [47, 48, 49] In quantum mechanics, this debate may probably be summed up by the term Bohr-Einstein debate, with Einstein firmly positioned as a realist. One of the questions concerns the existence of physical properties even in the absence of their direct physical observation. Einstein [22] suggested to do just that, and effectively accept indirectly inferred counterfactuals als "elements of physical reality."
A further step was taken by the Swiss mathematician Specker, who, stimulated by the quantum logic developed by Birkhoff and von Neumann [8] , pondered about the logic of propositions which are not co-measurable; i.e., not simultaneously measurable [61] . Specker related such structures in quantum physics to Scholasticism, in particular to scholastic speculations about the existence of "infuturabilities" or "counterfactuals." The question is whether or not the omniscience (comprehensive knowledge) of God extends to events which would have occurred if something had happened which did not happen. If so, could all such events be pasted together to form a consistent whole?
Concerns about co-measurability were inevitable because quantum mechanics has introduced new features hitherto hardly heard of in classical physics. Complementarity is a system property first discovered in quantum theory, making it impossible to jointly measure two complementary observables; or at least prohibiting their joint measurement with arbitrary precision. The associated non-commutative operators and the resulting non-distributive propositional structure became facts of everyday professional life for theoreticians and experimentalists alike. Yet, what is hardly noticed even by the specialists is the fact that complementarity and non-distributivity not necessarily implies total abandonment of non-classicality: quasi-classical models such as generalized urn models [81, 82] and finite automata (e.g., Chapter 10 of Ref.
[70]) can be isomorphically embedded into Boolean algebras with the help of two-valued probability measures, which abound for such models [73] .
That such non-co-measurable propositions exist might have come as no surprise even to the classical mind in retrospect. Indeed, one could take this as a good example for the fact that our phantasy is not good and wild enough to conceive of the many available alternative options we have for almost any given situation.
Bell [6] and others took up an idea expressed in the influential article of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [22] , to which also Feyerabend referred. The Bell-type inequalities are particular instances of Boole's "conditions of possible experience" [10, 9] , which are consistency conditions on joint probabilities, for specific physical setups. The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen argument suggests that, although two non-co-measurable properties (associated with complementary observables) cannot be directly measured at a single quantum, one may infer from certain two-quanta states (satisfying a uniqueness property [75] ) one property per quantum and subsequently counterfactually infer the other property from its twin quantum.
In doing so one implicitly assumes that counterfactuals exist: it is assumed that, if the counterfactually inferred property would have been measuredwhich was not the case -it would have come out in the expected way.
On top of that, the Bell inequalities contain sums of terms (e.g., joint probabilities or expectation values) which could only be measured subsequently (or at least in different experimental setups; one at a time), since they correspond to different parameter settings which, according to quantum complementarity, cannot be measured simultaneously. To the realist assuming that entities exist without being experienced by any finite mind, this is no big deal. Even collecting terms associated with measuring different non-co-measurable setups and summing them up as if they referred to a single quantum is hardly disturbing. (This makes possible a criticism put forward recently [45] .) But the assumption of an "all out" omni-realism may be improper in the quantum domain. Quanta prepared in a specific state in a given experimental context might simply not be capable to "know" their precise states in different contexts [76] .
As an analogy, no finite agent such as a computer program can be set up to answer all conceivable questions -it may be at a complete loss at answering some or even most of them. These kind of restricted capabilities appears quite natural and is not very exciting; certainly not as "mind-boggling" or "mystical" as the quantum tales of Bohr. It is a new form of realism, one which is based on the assumption that certain things do not have all conceivable properties we would wish them to have; just a finite number of properties, that is it.
Nevertheless, let me emphasize that the non-classicality of quantum mechanics goes well beyond complementarity. There is a finite constructive proof of the impossibility of value definiteness for quantized systems whose description require Hilbert spaces of dimension higher than two. It turned out that formally there are "not enough" two-valued states to allow a faithful embedding of certain tightly interconnected finite propositional structures into any Boolean [39] , consisting of points which symbolize observables (representable by the spans of vectors in n-dimensional Hilbert space). All points belonging to a context; i.e., to a maximal set of co-measurable observables (representable as some orthonormal basis of ndimensional Hilbert space), are connected by smooth curves. Two smooth curves may be crossing in common link observables. In three dimensions, smooth curves and the associated points stand for tripods. Two valued measures (interpretable as truth assignments) assign exactly one point per context the value 1; the other elements are 0. If P (a = a 0 = a 9 ) = 1 for any two-valued probability measure P , then P (a 8 ) = 0. Furthermore, P (a 7 ) = 0, since by a similar argument P (a) = 1 implies P (a 7 ) = 0: for, if P (a 7 ) = 1, then P (a 1 ) = P (a 2 ) = P (a 3 ) = P (a 4 ) = 0, resulting in the necessity for P (a 5 ) = P (a 6 ) = 1, which is contradicting the assumption that there can only be one element per context which is 1. Therefore, P (b = a 9 = a 0 ) = 1. Symmetry requires that the reverse implication is also fulfilled, and therefore P (b) = P (a) for every two-valued probability measure P .
algebra. This can be characterized by non-separable or non-unital sets of twovalued states; the strongest result being the non-existence of two-valued states today known as the "Kochen-Specker theorem" [50] . In fact, once the propositional structure has been enumerated explicitly, a proof is technically not very demanding and amounts to a coloring theorem (chromaticity) on these sets.
To get a taste of the type of argument, Fig. 2 depicts a quantum propositional structure; i.e., a logic, with a non-separable set of two-valued states, such that P (a) = P (b). It is the graph Γ 3 of Ref. [50] represented by the Greechie orthogonality diagram in Ref. [77] . So what have the physicists produced when they were left alone to interpret the "meaning" of the formalism? They have developed a variety of interpretations, the number of which is probably as great as there are physicists and almost as great as the number of philosophical concepts of reality. Let us just mention a couple of these interpretations and some of their creators and devotees: the Copenhagen interpretation (Bohr), the many-worlds interpretation (Everett), Bohm's interpretation, the consistent histories approach (Griffiths) and finally a "realistic" interpretation (Einstein, De Broglie, Schrödinger) . All of these make no empirical difference. Yet they serve as a kind of scaffolding [74] ; without it science would be reduced to an automated proof technique, straying without guidance, devoid of any idea of how to proceed with (hopefully) progressive research programs [51] .
Attempts toward a new kind of experimental philosophy
Interpretations aside, it is tempting to speak of a kind of "experimental philosophy," by which ancient questions of philosophy can be decided by empirical techniques; i.e., in the laboratory. This, it seems, is just another kind of extreme empiricism. But beware of incommensurabilities when interpreting the raw data: terms in different theories do not share the same meaning and thus cannot be directly related and compared. Stated differently, incommensurability asserts that there is an inevitable lack of common theoretical as well as of operational terms due to conceptual differences. Already Hertz [43] spoke of different illusory "images" or "models" (German "Bilder") of the mechanical laws, being all in a certain correspondence with the sense data. As examples, he mentioned the concepts of force, as expressed in Newtonian physics, opposed to energy, expressed in the Hamiltonian formalism. These images are illusions, which can be applied to the particular purpose they were created for, but otherwise cannot be taken for reality. In Hertz's own words (cf. page 1 of Ref. [43] ), "we create illusory inner images, or symbols of the external objects, such that the consequences of these images are always the images of the consequences of the objects represented. . . . Besides this, we have no certainty that our conceptions of the objects have anything else in common than this single fundamental relation" 2 .
A philosophy from detector clicks?
The raw data per se cannot decide ancient questions of philosophy -how could they? Dichotonic events such as clicks in a counter decide just one thing: whether there is or there is not such click. Thus any interpretation of the raw data inevitably introduces theoretical constructions which are in no direct correspondence to the empirical basis, and may change as times and fashions go by. All we can ever observe as sense data are ultimately discrete events such as detector clicks. There is no other empirical basis than such clicks; they are all we have in constructing what we call the world. During that world construction, conventions and theories enter. But conventions and theories are neither evident nor eternal. They just reflect reasonable assumptions. For example, the operationalist Bridgman, in a heroic attempt to base physics on empirical grounds alone, had to introduce more and more theory to make sense of the raw data [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . The foundational debate in quantum mechanics in general, and the interpretation of the experiments first performed by Aspect, Grangier and Roger [2, 3, 4] on the violation of Bell-type inequalities in particular, demonstrate this quite clearly. The basis of claims of the so-called "quantum non-locality" is the occurrence of pairs of clicks of a specific type in some detectors. Occasionally, a click here and a click there, that is all, isn't it? For special parameter configurations, there are more or less joint clicks than can be expected classically.
Quantum theory gives "meaning" to these (in) frequent occurrences of pairs of clicks; but besides quantum theory, several alternative theories could also explain the clicks. You may not like these theories, since they do not give any new insights and look suspiciously artificial, but that may not be a good criterion to favor one physical theory over the other. Certainly we cannot rule out that, as time goes by and physics progresses, other theories might give even better interpretations of the raw data than quantum mechanics. So, beware of "experimental philosophies" which only superficially seem to be corroborated by the empirical records.
Another example of incommensurability in physics is the interpretation of the Michelson Morley interference experiment, which gave a "null" result for a model of the luminiferous ether drift [53, 59] . At first, they were interpreted by FitzGerald [38, 7] , Larmor, Lorentz and others as an indication that the ether may effectively "shrink" objects in very much the same way as we perceive Lorentz contractions nowadays. Later on, Einstein's theory of special relativity [20] was interpreted as proving that an ether "does not exist." Einstein himself [21] , as well as for instance Dirac [18] and Bell [5, 7] held much more differentiated opinions on this subject. So, again, there does not seem to be a unique way of interpreting the raw data of the Michelson Morley interference experiment [64] .
Let me also mention a somewhat unrelated issue. Some physicists "go wild" and pretend that the transient status of their science reflects final truth of the world; they tell fairy tales about the first three minutes of the Universe, short anderemübereinstimmen, als allein in eben jener einen fundamentalen Beziehung."
histories of time and what not. This is good for marketing purposes and sells well. What they do not seem to acknowledge and the public simply does not want to hear is the historic aspect of our findings which makes our present knowledge transient and preliminary.
In this way of thinking, which emphasizes transitions and the continuation of research programs, I tend to agree with Lakatosch [51] . Feyerabend's critique of Lakatosch is that the latter does not offer a methodology. Yet the same could be said of Feyerabend's methodology [24, 26] . And if openness, or suspended attention as Freud put it, is no methodology, then so be it.
5 Some personal remarks
Personal encounters
In the spring semester 1983, I attended a course of Feyerabend on the philosophy of science in Berkeley during my stay as a visiting scholar at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and the University. Feyerabend made a sad but rebellious impression, best described by the German word "unerfüllt," whose English translation is "unrealized, unfulfilled." His spirits were strong and he gave a quite good performance.
His audience consisted of about twenty people; maybe half of them students, the other part devotees and curious listeners. It was rather obvious from his reactions that he despised the fan club gathered to listen to the master's voice, but somehow he longed for them, too-very ambivalent, rather narcissistic and probably not unusual for prominent people.
After one of his lectures, I approached him and asked him if we could meet. He responded friendly but not very enthusiastically. I guess he was not really interested in a very young, naive physicist from Vienna. What cold I offer him despite boredom?
Alas, I had the impression that he was after the girls. I guess that if I would have been a pretty girl, I would have had very good chances of meeting him and have a chat or two. But again this is one of those counterfactuals I was speaking of before.
Feyerabend himself [33] and also Fischer [36] spoke about Feyerabend's sex life. Fischer recalls that Feyerabend told him he was beaten in his face (in German "Ohrfeige") by his parents for putting his hands in his trouser pockets because they thought that he would masturbate [37] . For me it is quite remarkable that he was a womanizer on one side while on the other hand seemed not to have had a single coitus during his entire life span. I take this as an indication that there was deep dissatisfaction with this situation, a malady which was possibly not only caused by his war time injuries, but by psychic traumata which may have been deeply hidden and never showed up during his conscious phases in-between dreams and deep sleep. This may also be the ultimate reason for the kind of "Unerfülltheit" I observed, but of course I am wildly speculating here.
Science policy almost unimpressed
There was another issue which Feyerabend seemed to have taken quite lightheartedly; at least that was my impression: nobody took him seriously.
Paul Feyerabend had become almost a shooting star of philosophy of science, an icon of freedom and heresy to a generation coming of age in the late period of the twentieth century. Yet he never quite managed to obtain influence and convince scientific peers, governments and electorates to implement his recommendations regarding the selection of science funding and the implementation of science in general. In the lectures I attended during 1983, he strongly supported a system of lay judges for science assessment and financing; in closest analogy to the procedures established in the judicial system. I did never find so strong commitments to lay judges in his writings as I heard them in these lectures. I do not know and also did not dare to ask whether he was saddened by his lack of influence in practical terms. I would suspect that he had such a bad opinion about science mandarins and politicians that he expected not too much.
There may be evident and straightforward reasons why various funding agencies never seriously considered to adopt Feyerabend's proposals: Feyerabend's proposal would introduce an uncontrollable element in the distribution of money. For not only might quacks receive public funding; An even more disturbing consequence could be that, by a fairly independent selection of committee members and lay evaluators, powerful groups within the scientific community might loose their carefully crafted and delicately executed influence over the smooth flow of money towards them and their clients.
To some readers this may sound like a silly conspiracy theory. To these I respond that the matter is not obvious but quite serious and deserves careful attention of the general tax paying public, to which this article is not addressed. Let me just mention a large-scale study [17] , in which 150 research projects of physics, chemistry and economic science were re-examined by the National Science Foundation. The results were devastating. This study showed how strongly the acceptance or refusal of a research project depends on the choice of the particular reviewer evaluating that proposal: This finding is rather disturbing, as in many funding agencies, the "referents" in charge of selection of the peer reviewers are nominated in a rather unaccountable and certainly not very transparent manner.
As an attempt to implement Feyerabend's approach to methodology, I would like to suggest to distribute the funding for research projects in the following manner: First, make a very rough plausibility check to eliminate applications which are obviously fraudulent, inconsistent or otherwise impossible, unlawful or catastrophic. This could be done by lay judges. Then, in the first round of money distribution, choose 10% projects for funding totally at random. Choose the next 20% by a system of lay judges, as suggested by Feyerabend. Finally, distribute the remaining 70% via the conventional peer review process. After five years, publish the outcome of the projects funded by all three selection categories and adjust the relative magnitude of these categories accordingly. The outcomes might be quite amazing.
Bureaucratic dangers to science
There is one development which Feyerabend did not foresee: the growing detrimental dominance of the administrative bureaucracies over the scientists. This is administered through an ever increasing net of what appears to be checks and balances, of scientometric factors and numbers, of frequent evaluations and proposals and various certification and standardization procedures. This makes perfect sense for the administration, whose major task it is to distribute public money smoothly, accountably in terms of records, and free of risks. But this is not seldom opposed to science, and also opposed to the methodological openness Feyerabend had in mind. It also is quite frustrating for the researchers which are captives of this treadmill. The behemoth created by the Sixth Framework Program (FP6) and the establishment of the European Research Area (ERA) are such examples, but there are numerous others on local and institutional scales.
For creativity and abundance
Let me finish more conciliatory and stress the heritage of Paul Feyerabend. To me, of the many wise and weird things he said and wrote, two messages stand out. The first one is in the spirit of the Enlightenment and gets close to what also Kant had in mind: try on your own, let not others decide what you think; do not stop where other people, authorities and mandarins tell you to halt. And finally, in his last manuscript, Feyerabend calls upon us to reach out and conquer the abundance.
